The Gas Man
On gas. Two-wheels driving a Cadillac engine. Mostly off-the-shelf parts. You
gotta ask yourself, how the heck does
someone punch past 400MPH with such
a meager spec sheet? If you know the
man, you’ll understand the why even if he
never reveals the how.
Amir Rosenbaum, was born in Israel,
moved to the United States when he was
eight and has been
a part of the American Dream ever
since. The highlight of which, for
the moment, is
driving a personal
best top speed of
415MPH in his
company-sponsored Spectre
Performance

“I would have been right at home in the
Yukon during the Gold Rush. Or I would
have loved to have been a hot rod pioneer, growing up in the 1930s when V16
Cadillac engines were king.”
That struck a major chord with me;
my long-time beloved poet is Robert W.
Service who wrote with exquisite visual
and frontier bravado about common folks
who did extraordinary things (just like
land speed racers).
Rosenbaum, like me, understands
“The Men Who Don’t Fit In.” (see sidebar) Service’s words explain just a little of
what “salt fever” is all about; he is a kindred spirit that would have mightily
enjoyed spending time out on the flats.
Rosenbaum isn’t in the speed game
alone; his wife Dusanka (pronounced
‘dushanka’) is in for the long haul. More
than 20 years ago, she sold her condo and

streamliner “Infidel” at Mike Cook’s 2010
Top Speed Shootout on the Bonneville
Salt Flats.
The Flying Mile average was
408.997 MPH and the Flying Kilo inked
in at 409.170 MPH. No record, though,
because he did not average above the FIA
required 1% of Al Teague’s 405 MPH
current record – so the Spirit of 76 hangs
onto the honor for another year.
I suspect, after speaking with him at
length, that the same thing that attracted
Rosenbaum to the sport will someday
take him away.
“I was born a century too late,” he
told me with a distinct, fanciful longing,

gave him the cash to buy a Ferrari Testarossa. This led to a leased F40 and a
hill-climb obsession that gave way to land
speed racing.
“We’ve been together 27 years and

she has always supported me,” said the
fabricated Hogan intake manifold, these
father of three, “that’s important.”
stock iron blocks, with stock heads and
The first line of his F40 lease constock crank shafts, produce 1600–2000
tract stated in bold letters “It is expressly
HP and 1400-1800 lb/ft of torque at 10
forbidden to modify the car in any way,”
to 25lbs of boost drinking ERC’s high
but he nevertheless converted the F40
octane gasoline.
into a Bonneville race car over three year
“Shakedown” driver Kenny Hoover
period that included a roll cage “welded”
ignored the ‘take it easy’ advice and in
to the Carbon/Kevlar monococque. I’m
three runs earned himself a 300MPH
serious.
blue hat, driving the Spectre Performance
He showed up on the salt for the
“Infidel” to a new class record of 330.569
2006 Speedweek and proceeded to do
MPH in the AA/BGS class at the 2009
what to this day is still the most terrifying
World Finals. Hoover now wears his
thing he had ever done in his life: “Drove
“2-Club” red hat while gardening.
the F40 on the Salt Flats.”
Time for Rosenbaum to climb in.
Like so many others, he thought the
Uh huh. That’s right, up to this point he
whole straight-line thing was innocuous,
hadn’t bothered to sit in the car. “It never
easy, just show up and drive. Ha. Ha. Ha.
occurred to me,” he told me. I was
“At first,” he confessed, “I thought,
speechless. It was three months of cutjust hold the wheel, give it some gas, shift,
stretch-weld before he did fit in the car. I
go fast. Come on, it can’t be much more
don’t think this was what Service was
than that, can it? Yes it can. Damn near
talking about in the poem.
killed me on each run.”
Speedweek 2010 brought grip ripThe car had serious seat-puckering
ping licensing runs when the #86
handling problems that Rosenbaum and
streamliner resisted going straight while
crew fixed as he played “test-dummy”
whistling past 300MPH, the parachutes
driver for a number of skin-crawling
Continued on page 205
runs. They wrestled with the evil
Enzomobile working up to 221 on a
The Men Who Don’t Fit In
224 record when a cylinder lost
compression. Now what?
There’s a race of men that don’t fit in,
That same year, he purchased a
A race that can’t stay still;
streamliner originally built in 1995
So they break the hearts of kith and kin,
by Roy Fjasted, sold it to Ray “Jr.”
And they roam the world at will.
Kurtz who set a 309MPH BonnevThey range the field and they rove the flood,
ille record in 2004 running a
And they climb the mountain’s crest;
498CID fuel-injected rat motor.
Theirs is the curse of the gypsy blood,
Rosenbaum bought it sight
And they don’t know how to rest.
unseen and spent a couple months
If they just went straight they might go far;
fooling around trying to re-work
They are strong and brave and true;
the car, but soon recognized that a
But they’re always tired of the things that are,
pro fabricator was needed. The nod
And they want the strange and new.
went to Steve Schmalz at PerforThey say: “Could I find my proper groove,
mance Fabrication in San Carlos,
What a deep mark I would make!”
CA, who had previously built the
So they chop and change, and each fresh move
remarkable Macdonald & Pitts
Is only a fresh mistake.
Pontiac Firebird.
And each forgets, as he strips and runs
It was 16 gremlin-laden
With a brilliant, fitful pace,
months later before the car was
It’s the steady, quiet, plodding ones
finally ready to roll. The Cadillac
Who win in the lifelong race.
engine was chosen much like it had
And each forgets that his youth has fled,
been done 50 years ago: one guy
Forgets that his prime is past,
has the car, another one has the
Till he stands one day, with a hope that’s dead,
engine and they agree to “marry”
In the glare of the truth at last.
the two.
He has failed, he has failed; he has missed his chance;
Courtney Hines from AlbuHe has just done things by half.
querque New Mexico brought a
Life’s been a jolly good joke on him,
couple 1970 vintage Cadillac bullets
And now is the time to laugh.
he built to the speed party: a
Ha, ha! He is one of the Legion Lost;
529CID and 485CID, both fitted
He was never meant to win;
with a pair of turbochargers
He’s a rolling stone, and it’s bred in the bone;
attached to the same Spectre Air
He’s a man who won’t fit in.
Filter you find at any decent auto
parts store.
– Robert W. Service
Breathing though a custom
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At least, that’s the way I remember it.
– Roger
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motorcycle engines, but to my credit I
was not afraid to take this one apart. I
pulled the tank, then the head and finally
the barrel; I took the head to work and
ground the valves. When I mic’d the barrels my suspicions were confirmed: one
piston must have broken and scored the
walls badly enough to have it sleeved. I
got new rings and filed the ends so that
the rings fit in the smaller hole. When I
got everything together the motor ran,
and a little better than before. Before I
replaced the tank I painted it yellow with
a black scallop, but I did not fix the dent.
Other than that, I rode the bike a lot,
but I must not have trusted it because I
never went far from home. About a mile
from my house there was an old stone
quarry, called Indian Rock; it was intersected with trails and had a couple steep
climbs cut by cycles. I loved to go there
in any kind of weather and rip around;
the cycle still lacked instant response, and
I think that kept me out of trouble. My
friend Bob Kaseweter got a 1951 BSA
single and we began riding together. He
had two neighbors who had cycles, and
they roughed out an egg-shaped track
over two back yards; they had races there,
and although I loved the noise and excitement my bike was mushy and slow, and it
kept me out of trouble. Six months later,
in February, 1955, I traded the BSA twin
and $200 for a beautiful 1951 BSA Gold
Star; it was very quick, and I could have
easily have got in trouble with it if I had
not got a lot of necessary experience riding the twin.
There is an Andrew Wyeth painting
titled “Young America”, showing a boy
riding a fat tired Schwinn bike, two fox
tails hanging from the handlegrips. I
think of that painting when I think of
myself, long ago, young, full of life,
speeding down that hill on 82nd Avenue,
the wind tearing at my eyes, blowingmy
hair back, my dirty coveralls flapping
wildly.
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NEW: Jacket & Plaque: Portland Rod
& Custom Clubs of the Fifties. Paperback,
272 pages, 360 photos and illustrations.
$24.95 (plus $2.50 S&H). Al Drake, P.O.
Box 66874, Portland, OR 97290-6874.
See www.flatoutpress.com.
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through it. I have no idea if Mary Jane or
Linda still live in the Denver area.
Other youthful memories: while living
in the apartment, we had earthquakes
around Denver in the mid ‘60s, thanks to
the Army pumping waste into wells at the
old Rocky Mountain Arsenal and that rattled our Bud can wall many times, but
they never fell. My pal Bob and I went
thru 4-5 gallons of milk a week when we
weren’t filling up on Bud. I painted an
abstract oil painting on the wall (six feet
wide by approximately 28 inches tall entitled “Sea Horses”) one night during a
party, and many times I’ve wondered if
it’s still there. We had cops visit us frequently and we all parked our cars on the
street and didn’t worry about them.
The building we lived in was turned
into condos sometime in the early nineties, but every once in a while I’ll cruise
by 960 Sherman Street to take a look and
reminisce, see if there are any mid-‘60s
party ghosts still hanging around there.
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Bangin’ The Gears

JOURNEY BACK TO THE 1960s!
Roger’s first two books: Bangin’ Gears &
Bustin’ Heads and Fast Cars, 4-speeds &
Fist-fights tell tales of car craziness like
“rat-racing” on gravel roads, illegal drags
on state highways, high school fist-fights
and racing with trains. Recollections Regrets
& Random Acts tells the youthful stories of
11 well known men in the hot rod world.
The latest: Accidents & Incidents, is rod
running stories.
To order each or a package deal on all
four, visit www.RAJetter.com.
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acted up and some sheet metal peeled off
the bottom. Rosenbaum also had to learn
to count to five while driving, if not, he’d
shift the Liberty tranny into neutral at a
rather inopportune time.
In the end, Rosenbaum earned his
blue hat by setting three class records:
324 MPH in A/BGS class, bumping up to
356MPH later in the week, reset the AA/
BGS record to 348 MPH. All that in 11
runs.
Will somebody tell this guy that was
very, very lucky? Ok, so I am sure there
was skill involved and a fairly good war
chest, but still…
Not done, they next join Mike
Cook’s September speed party where the
car gives Rosenbaum a structural body
massage the hard way.
“The vibrations and bumps the car
was encountering were so bad that it
would knock my foot off the pedal,” he
recalled, “but around 350 MPH the ride
became silky smooth.”
The big 529 engine is sidelined
when an exhaust valve breaks and the
crew swaps it for the smaller 484CID
only to have one of the 88mm turbos
pack up. Undaunted, they pull one of the
91mm squirrel cages off the dead 529 –
luckily the bolt patterns matched up.
Of course, nobody thought about
the computer getting mixed signals from
mismatched turbos, which they solve by
simply disconnecting one of the feedback
loops. And just so nothing would get easy,
ignition dementia repeatedly set in over
350MPH.
Mrs. #86 played a big part that
doubtless when unnoticed by everyone
except hubby Rosenbaum. She took
charge of Amir’s cell phone, taking and
making all the calls so he could focus on
the task at hand.
“I am absolutely certain that I would
not have gone as fast as I did if she had
not been there to block and intercept all
that other stuff away from me,” he said
with conviction.
Respected turbo man Kenny Duttweiler, the guy who builds speed bullets
for the Poteet & Main Speed Demon
streamliner, walked into the Spectre pit,
looked over the car carefully then told
the team: “Man, you guys sure are going
fast using basic mail-order parts.”
Rosenbaum now understands that
you come to the salt with more than one
engine and a bunch of spare parts. The
2011 team will show up with four engines
in two sizes together with some methanol
drums.
“Blowing up an engine never
occurred to us,” he said, “So changing
engines never occurred to us. Why would
we blow-up an engine?”
At first I thought Rosenbaum was
filled with bombastic naïveté, but the
more we spoke I realized that he simply
came at life differently. He was, as Mr.
Service told us, “a man who didn’t fit it”

and his perspective of how to achieve a
goal bedevils some of us and astonishes
the rest of us.
Consider his driving approach: “I
spent hours sitting in the streamliner in
the shop getting familiar with the controls,” he explained, “The vibration was
the biggest hurdle to overcome on the
salt. I thought I was going to bite my
tongue off until I quit fighting it and simply let the vibration go through me,
through my head.
I kept thinking, ‘If the car isn’t
breaking then I am not going to break.’ It
is hard to believe that you can have a very
harsh harmonic and not have something
break, but the car stayed together. You
have to have inner confidence to do this
and that comes from eliminating surprises so you can focus on the things that
come along outside of your control.”
Expect a season that finds him consumed by, as he put it, an “orgy of
mechanical mayhem”. Perspective check:
this is from a guy who commutes 400
roundtrip miles a day to work. Driven
doesn’t begin to cover the man’s resolve. I
don’t know about you, but I’m going to
keep an eye on the Infidel, something
tells me we’re going to see a new speed
creed real soon.
Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann
Noeth is the authoress of the award-winning book, “Bonneville: The Fastest Place
on Earth,” a complete historical review of
the first 50 years of land speed racing.
After 11 years in print only a VERY limited number of the author’s special
autographed edition remain. For more
details and to order, go to: www.landspeedproductions.biz.
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